Processing of Post April 29 CESIRs under the Queue Management Proposal

1) Prior to the Commission’s implementation of Queue Management Proposal and the publishing of the queue reset as defined in the proposal

CESIRs will be scheduled as payments and all technical requirement information from developers is received. CESIR studies will be performed based on the assumption that all projects in the queue in front of this project on the same substation bus will be included in the study. The project for which the CESIR is being performed will be responsible for all (no cost sharing) identified system (transmission, substation and distribution) upgrades as well as upgrades that are the direct result of the project.

2) Post the Commission’s implementation of the Queue Management Proposal and post the queue reset as defined in the proposal and prior to the completion of the waterfall CESIR study process for pre April 29 projects as defined in the proposal

During the implementation of this step it is assumed that the Limited Mandatory Cost Sharing Proposal as defined in the Queue Management Proposal is in effect.

The assumption is that all projects in the Section 3a category of the Queue Management Proposal, projects with CESIRs that have been completed for more than 60 days as of the “reset date” will have moved forward or withdrawn prior to this process in this step occurring.

For applications where there are no other projects in the queue on the same substation bus, the CESIR will be scheduled once payment and all technical requirement information is received with the Interconnecting Utility’s next available resource to perform the study.

For applications where there are other projects in the queue on the same circuit and substation bus, CESIR study will be performed based on the assumption that that all projects in the queue in front of this project on the same substation bus will be included in the study, except for any projects that have been withdrawn as of the date the utility starts the CESIR study. CESIR will be scheduled once payment and all technical requirement information is received. The study will be initiated once the CESIR study on that same substation bus is completed with the Interconnecting Utility’s next available resource to perform the study.

3) Post the Commission’s implementation of the Queue Management Proposal and the completion of CESIR processing for all pre April 29 projects
CESIRs will be scheduled after payment and all technical requirement information is received based on the assumption that all projects in the queue in front of this project on the same substation bus are included in the study when the CESIR is performed.